A NEW Photo-electric COLORIMETER

This most robust instrument, for mains or battery operation, incorporates interchangeable filters and employs a sliding dual cell-holder for ease and speed in use. The scale is removable. A constant voltage transformer is fitted. Unicam model G.P. Colorimeter is supplied complete with three standard filters, two glass cells with cover, and ebonite block for dark current setting. Catalogue sent free on request.

Price £42
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The

PORTABLE COLORIMETER

... brings enthusiastic reports from users ...

... excellent straight line graphs are obtained for phosphate, manganese, magnesium
and copper. There is no question of the applicability of the Colorimeter.

... because I think we have one of the neatest and scientifically soundest Colorimeters
available for clinical works. It does the job without fuss and rapidly and is based on good
principles.

Bacteriologist, Brisbane

This instrument provides a simple photoelectric means of accurately assessing the colour density of a liquid.
Any variations can be immediately read on the logarithmic scale of the microameter.

Send for full details of this and other photoelectric equipment incorporating the famous “EEL” selenium cells.
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B.D.H.

Water-Soluble INDICATORS

ONLY distilled water needs to be added to the new B.D.H. Water-Soluble Indicators to produce indicator solutions for pH work. The solid indicators are specially prepared and adjusted to give solutions which match accurately the pH colour standards of the B.D.H. Comparator, Lovibond Comparator and B.D.H. Lovibond Neumller.

B.D.H. Water-Soluble Indicators are issued in tubes each containing sufficient indicator to make one litre of solution.
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